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Since the mid-1990s when Netscape introduced version 2 of its flagship Netscape Navigator browser, JavaScript has been part of the Web development landscape. Providing a mechanism to implement dynamic interactivity in the browser, without connecting to the server, JavaScript is at the core of the Dynamic HTML model, which allows today’s modern browsers to host sophisticated applications and user interfaces.

This book is a recipe book that provides you with quick, digestible examples of how to perform specific tasks using JavaScript. These tasks range from simple tasks such as displaying dynamic output in the browser window to complex tasks such as creating a dynamic, interactive menu system.

This book isn’t a tutorial in JavaScript. It is designed to be a useful reference when you are actively engaged in building your Web applications and need quick answers to the question “How do I do this in JavaScript?” For most tasks of low and medium complexity, you will likely find an example in this book. Completing complex tasks can often be achieved by combining more than one sample tasks from the book.
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Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Get the most out of your Mac with this comprehensive guide


	Macs For Dummies, 13th Edition is the ultimate guide to your Mac, fully updated to include information about the latest updates. The book walks you through troubleshooting, syncing mobile devices, integrating Windows, and more, so you can take...
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IPv6 in Practice: A Unixer's Guide to the Next Generation InternetSpringer, 2006
Handling IPv6 for the first time is a challenging task even for the experienced system administrator. New concepts and mechanisms make it necessary to rethink well-established methods of the IPv4 protocol.

This book is a practical guide to IPv6 addressing Unix and network administrators with experience in TCP/IP(v4) but not necessarily...
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Crystal Reports 9 on OracleMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Create dynamic, effective reports from Oracle databases using Crystal Reports 9  and the extensive information in this practical resource. Learn to use one of  the most powerful data analysis tools to draw information from Oracle databases,  query and rank data, consolidate results, and develop integrated, interactive  reports. Plus, leverage the...
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DV 101 : A Hands-On Guide for Business, Government and EducatorsPeachpit Press, 2005
Corporations, government offices, and academic institutions have  long used video to educate and inform. The only thing that's  changed is the people who are producing them: With low-priced  equipment and easy-to-use software flooding the market, now  you're the person behind the camera, not some high-priced  video specialist! This is the guide for...
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SQL Server 2005 Management and AdministrationSams Publishing, 2007
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Management and Administration, based on Service Pack 2, addresses the challenges database administrators regularly encounter on SQL Server 2005 by providing detailed guidance in the areas of management, administration, security, and monitoring. With coverage of the new features and...
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LibGDX Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Make the most of game development features powered by LibGDX and create a side-scrolling action game, Thrust Copter


	About This Book

	
		Utilize the robust features of LibGDX to easily create and publish cross-platform 2D and 3D games that involve complicated physics
	
		Be the best cross-platform...
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